A robo-pigeon based on an innovative multi-mode telestimulation system
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe a new multi-mode telestimulation system for brain-microstimulation for the navigation of a robo-pigeon, a new type of bio-robot based on Brain-Computer Interface (BCI) techniques. The multi-mode telestimulation system overcomes neuron adaptation that was a key shortcoming of the previous single-mode stimulation by the use of non-steady TTL biphasic pulses accomplished by randomly alternating pulse modes. To improve efficiency, a new behavior model (“virtual fear”) is proposed and applied to the robo-pigeon. Unlike the previous “virtual reward” model, the “virtual fear” behavior model does not require special training. The performance and effectiveness of the system to alleviate the adaptation of neurons was verified by a robo-pigeon navigation test, simultaneously confirming the practicality of the “virtual fear” behavioral model.
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1. Introduction

Brain computer interface (BCI) research began in the 1970s, and can be segmented into the categories of invasive BCIs, partially invasive BCIs and non-invasive BCIs. Invasive BCI research has targeted the repair of damaged sight, hearing and movement to provide new functionality for people experiencing paralysis. Partially invasive BCIs have been used to measure the electrical activity of the brain or a single neuron with high spatial resolution and low noise. Non-invasive BCI research has been primarily focused on electroencephalography (EEG) and has generally targeted brain-control of prosthetic devices. BCI technology creates a conduit for direct communication between the brain and a computer by means of electrodes. Over the course of just a few decades, this technology has opened up a range of clinical applications, such as treatments for Parkinson’s disease and profound deafness. In particular, it is possible to utilize BCI technology in the development of robotics, leading to the development of a new category of robot referred to as robo-animals. Robo-animals differ from traditional robots in structure and principle. They can navigate obstacles better than electromechanical robots because they have superior physical strength and flexibility. Moreover, robo-animals incorporate an animal's visual, audio and tactile sensory capabilities, which make the robo-animals
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more intelligent without the requirement of any extraneous attachments.

Robo-animals could be utilized as couriers to locations not easily accessible to humans or mechanical robots. For example, robo-animals could be equipped with sensors to detect survivors trapped under the rubble caused by an earthquake. The ability to control an animal’s behavior would also be useful in studies of animal communication and mating behavior. The many potential applications of robo-animals has expanded the focus of biomedical engineering to include the development of robust telemetry systems [1-3], stimulation systems [4-7] and behavior models specifically designed for robo-animals.

Recent research has demonstrated that BCI technology can be used to control an animal’s actions and behavior through the use of micro-electrical stimulation. Shimoyama has described a robo-roach that can be made to move forward and turn left or right by stimulating the insect’s nerves [8]. In 2002, the first robo-rat was developed based on a virtual reward system [9]. Then, flight control of a cyborg beetle was achieved via neural and muscular stimulation [10, 11]. Despite major advances [12-17], robo-animals cannot travel far and continue to display poor performance due to some common difficulties. For example, the stimulators in robo-animals are occasionally too large to successfully implant into an animal, the communication distance between the stimulator and remote control is limited, and the control of bio-robot navigation is unstable because of the adaptation of animal neurons. This neuron adaptation occurs when the discharge frequency of the neurons is reduced due to prolonged steady electrical stimulation [18-20]. This problem may be alleviated by a new multi-mode telestimulation system for brain-microstimulation, which overcomes some of the shortcomings of previous remote stimulators by outputting multi-mode and non-steady electrical stimuli.

2. Methods

A multi-mode telestimulation system and a new behavior model of the robo-animal are described in the context of robo-pigeon navigation experiments. The multi-mode telestimulation system enables an experimenter to remotely deliver multi-mode electrical stimuli to various sites in the brain of a freely moving pigeon. The behavior model of the robo-pigeon is based on virtual fear, which differs from the virtual reward system employed in the robo-rat experiments [9]. The primary feature of this behavioral model is that it does not require special training, as is required by the virtual reward model.

2.1. Behavior model of the robo-bird

Three mood-related brain sites were selected as target locations for micro-electrical stimulation based on virtual fear: the left and right nucleus dorsalis intermedius ventralis anterior (DIVA), and the periaqueductual gray (PAG) region. Six resin-coated stainless steel electrodes (tip diameter = 30 μm) were paired off, and two electrodes of each pair were deposed, spaced 1 mm apart. The three paired electrodes were surgically implanted stereotaxically into the three brain sites. Stimulation experiments commenced after surgical rehabilitation (approximately seven days). The robo-pigeon turned left or right to escape the virtual fear from the right or left side of the body when the operator stimulated the left or right DIVA, respectively. Similarly, the robo-pigeon was moved forward by stimulating the PAG.

2.2. Multi-mode telestimulation system
The multi-mode telestimulation system consisted of two main components: a micro-embedded computer with a transmitter, and an integrated receiver-microprocessor module mounted on the pigeon’s head and connected to the implanted electrodes, as shown in Figure 1. A program running on the micro-embedded computer provided the operator with a user interface to set and adjust the stimulation parameters. Digital commands were sent remotely to the receiver-microprocessor module by clicking the buttons on the user interface. The receiver-microprocessor module executed the incoming commands and delivered biphasic TTL pulses to the specified brain region.

2.2.1. Micro-embedded computer with transmitter
The micro-embedded computer was a typical embedded system in that it consisted of hardware based on the MPU S3C6410 (ARM11 core, Samsung Inc.) system software that is in turn based on the WinCE6.0 (Microsoft) embedded operating system. The user software was written in C++ using Visual Studio 2005 (Microsoft).

The transmitter was a unit module based on the RF chip nRF401 (Nordic Inc.), which was connected to the S3C6410 by a serial port. The parameters and commands were sent as an ASCII string, at 9600 baud, from the micro-embedded computer to the transmitter via the serial port. The parameters included pulse frequency, pulse duration, and number of pulses.

2.2.2. Multi-mode receiver-microprocessor
The previously described receiver-microprocessor generated only a single-mode pulse train. This resulted in poor performance whenever continuous navigation of the robo-pigeon was required because the neurons adapted to the stimulus and eventually ceased to respond. We designed a new receiver-microprocessor to output a multi-mode pulse train to alleviate this neuronal adaptation. Figure 2 shows the three ideal waveforms of the multi-mode pulse trains.

A special feature of the receiver-microprocessor was its output of non-steady and multi-mode stimuli by randomly alternating pulse modes. The receiver-microprocessor was primarily comprised of

![Fig. 1. Overview of robo-pigeon and multi-mode telestimulation system.](image)
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a microprocessor (C8051F006, Cygnal Inc.) and a single chip RF transceiver (nRF401, Nordic Inc.) powered by a 3.7 V, 120 mAh polymer battery. All of the components were assembled on a printed circuit board, demonstrating a total current consumption of approximately 14 mA. The receiver-microprocessor was mounted on the head of the robo-pigeon, as shown in Figure 1. It measured 26 mm × 16 mm × 9 mm, weighed 9 g, and could be easily carried by the bird.

Figure 3 shows the receiver-microprocessor circuitry in detail. Reg710-3.3 is a 3.3V regulator. The programmable C8051F006 has 16 digital I/O pins: two of these pins were set to communicate with the nRF401 as a serial port, and three pins were used to output to the tricolor LED. Six pins were retained to operate two dual 4-channel multiplexers (DG4062A, Vishay Intertechnology, Inc.) aligned in series, as shown in Figure 3. One multiplexer was set to generate a biphasic pulse by setting three C8051F006 pins (pin number: 35, 36, 37) to low or high voltage. Another multiplexer was used to set up three separate output channels by setting three C8051F006 pins (pin number: 38, 39, 40) to low or high voltage. Each output channel used two multiplexer pins (CHAN1_A and CHAN1_B, CHAN2_A and CHAN2_B, CHAN3_A and CHAN3_B) to stimulate its respective brain region with constant voltage biphasic stimulus pulses. Pulse amplitudes were approximately 3.7-4.0V, depending on the battery voltage. The remaining pins were available for channel expansion.

The microprocessor was pre-loaded with a C program to control stimulation; the program was designed to wait for an ASCII command from nRF401. As soon as a valid message was received, it branched to the setting routine or the stimulation routine according to the received identifier. During stimulation, the analog switches corresponding only to the requested channel were switched on; the other switches remained off to prevent interference between the electrodes.

The three paired output pins of the DG4062A were connected to a 2.54 mm single-row pin header plugged into a skull-top female connector which housed the electrodes. Stimulation pulses were outputted from the pin header to the brain regions via the electrodes. A tricolor LED was mounted on the printed circuit board to provide direct visual verification of the receiver-microprocessor state. The
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**Fig. 3.** Schematic diagram of the receiver-microprocessor.

**Fig. 4.** Stimulation waveforms of the receiver-microprocessor.
receiver-microprocessor outputted multi-mode stimuli by randomly alternating three pulse modes. Figure 4 illustrates the stimulation waveform output of the new receiver-microprocessor, acquired by oscilloscope (GDS-810C, GW Instek).

3. Experimental results and discussion

The effectiveness of the multi-mode telestimulation system was confirmed using a conventional robo-pigeon test primarily conducted in a cage. This test of robo-pigeon navigation was designed to demonstrate the feature of the multi-mode telestimulation system and clearly elucidate the virtual fear behavioral model. The objective of the experiment was to remotely guide the robo-pigeon to walk along a clearly marked route, under the control of the new multi-mode telestimulation system. Blue adhesive tape (length 5 m, width 3 cm) was set in a straight line on the ground in a large room, and served as the target route for the test. The receiver-microprocessor was mounted to the head of the pigeon via an adapter. To prevent the pigeon from flying, the wings of the pigeon were tied with tape.

The receiver-microprocessor displayed three independent output channels; it was possible to specify the parameters of each channel. The parameter ranges were as follows: the number of pulses was 6–15; the pulse duration was 0.4–0.8 ms; and the pulse frequency was 80–120 Hz. Before the navigation experiment, the initial default parameters (pulse number = 10, pulse duration = 0.6 ms, pulse frequency = 100 Hz.) of the three channels were pre-programmed, and the test commenced with the multi-mode telestimulation system in a cage. The parameters were adjusted according to robo-pigeon’s behavioral response to stimulation. When the experiment began, only the commands were transferred, and the parameters did not need to be transferred repeatedly. The commands contained a short header and the ID of the channel to be stimulated.

A series of pictures of the experimental process is shown in Figure 5, and the complete experimental results drawn from video recorded during the experiment are shown in Figure 6. When the robo-pigeon deviated from the target route, the operator sent a remote command to the receiver-microprocessor using the telemetry system to stimulate the right or left DIVA via the electrodes. Thus, the operator guided the robo-pigeon to turn toward the target route. Similarly, stimulation of the PAG made the robo-pigeon move forward from a stationary state. The robo-pigeon walked on the target route in a zigzag pattern from the start to the destination, under prolonged brain-stimulation. The total time of the experiment was 99 seconds. The dashed line represents the target route, the solid curve represents the actual walking route of the robo-pigeon under brain-stimulation, and the dot marked along the curve corresponds to each time label.

For single mode stimulation (pulse number = 10, pulse duration = 0.6 ms, pulse frequency = 100 Hz.), the sensitivity of the robo-pigeon decreased after approximately one minute under prolonged steady stimulus [12]. For multi-mode stimulation, experimental results demonstrated that the robo-pigeon remained in a state of strong control during the entire experimental navigation process, under prolonged multi-mode and non-steady stimulus. In terms of a stimulation system, the effect of a stimulus pulse train is not only dependent upon pulse amplitude, pulse duration, pulse frequency and the total number of pulses, but is also dependent upon the pulse mode which has been previously identified as an important factor in robo-pigeon navigation.

In a situation similar to the test protocols, a robo-animal based on virtual fear could be utilized as a robot after surgical rehabilitation (approximately seven days). However, whether or not the robo-animal based on virtual reward could become a robot is heavily dependent on specialized training, which helps the animals to learn specific behaviors [4, 9]. Therefore, the virtual fear behavioral model
Fig. 5. Pictures of robo-pigeon navigation experiment derived from video evidence.

Fig. 6. Experimental results of robo-pigeon navigation under multi-mode brain microstimulation.

is faster and more efficient than a virtual reward model.

4. Conclusion

The multi-mode telestimulation system described here alleviates the adaptation of neurons, observed in the previously described single-mode stimulation system, by the provision of multi-mode and non-steady TTL biphasic pulses. Furthermore, the proposed multi-mode telestimulation system is smaller and lighter than previous telemetry systems. In this study, a new animal behavioral model (virtual fear) was presented and demonstrated to be more practical and efficient than the previous behavioral model (virtual reward), because it does not require time-consuming and laborious training of the test animal. The multi-mode telestimulation system and the virtual fear behavioral model could be highly useful in the study of robo-animals, biological sensors and other bionic engineering or biomedical engineering applications. Although this system presents clear advantages, there remain some challenges. For example, the stimulator should be designed into an ASIC and fully implanted into the body of the animal to improve the reliability and practicability of the robo-animals.
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